
 A YNAMIE IN LACHES

 David Wolfsdorf

 i. socrates' "what-is-f?" question

 JL rior to 1973, Socrates' "What-is-F?" question (hereafter WF question) was
 widely interpreted as a request for the meaning of "F?1 In that year, Penner
 argued, against the meaning-interpretation, for a causal-interpretation of the WF

 question.2 According to Penner, when Socrates asks what F is, he is seeking
 an account of what causes people to behave in an F-hkz manner.3 For example,
 in the case of courage in Laches, Socrates is seeking what causes people to act
 courageously. Penner argues that F is a psychological power or motive-state.
 Therefore, the thesis of the unity of the putative components of excellence that
 Socrates arguably endorses in dialogues such as Laches and Protagoras is not to be
 interpreted as claiming that "courage," "sound-mindedness," "justice," and so on

 mean the same thing, but that these words all refer to the same psychological state.
 Penner claims that Forms (e??r|), universals, and essences (ouaiai) have the

 same identity-conditions as meanings. He also recognizes that in Meno and
 Euthyphro Socrates characterizes F as a Form.4 Thus, he is compelled to argue for

 1The symbol F is conventionally used for the domain of entities whose identity Socrates
 investigates in the early definitional dialogues. These include sound-mindedness (aoxj)poCT?vr|),
 courage (?v?peia), justice or justness (SiKatoa?vri), beauty or the beautiful (to KataSv), and human
 excellence as a whole (?pexr\). How widely is difficult to judge?there seems to be some discrepancy
 between American and British scholars. For instance, in 1964 Kerferd writes (in defense of the

 contents of a paper of his of 1947): "But it cannot be too frequendy repeated that when Plato asks
 questions in the form 'What is x' he is not asking questions about the meaning of a word or about
 linguistic usage?he is asking questions about something which he regarded as a thing" (13).

 2 Penner 1973.

 3 "[the What is XT question] ... is not a request for the meaning of a word or a request for an
 essence or universal... but rather a request for a psychological account (explanation) of what it is in
 men's psyches that makes them brave. For the What is XY question is often put as What is the
 single thing by virtue of which (with or by which) the many F things are F?'; and I will be arguing
 that too is a causal or explanatory question rather than an epistemological or semantical one" (Penner
 1973: 56-57). Cf. also Penner's statement (1973: 30-40): 'When Socrates asked What is bravery?'
 and so forth, he did not want to know what the meaning of the word 'bravery' was, nor what the

 essence of bravery was, nor what the universal bravery was. His question was not (what has become)
 the philosopher's question ... it was not a request for a conceptual analysis_His question was
 rather the general's question, What is bravery?'?that is, What is it that makes brave men brave?'

 The general asks this question not out of interest in mapping our concepts, but out of a desire to learn
 something substantial about the human psyche. He wants to know what psychological state it is, the
 imparting of which to his men will make them brave."

 4 Penner does not discuss Hippias Major, in which F is also characterized as a Form. Presumably,
 this is because in 1973 the authenticity of Hippias Majorwas more controversial than it has subsequentiy
 become.
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 AYNAMII IN LACHES  325

 a division of the early definitional dialogues into two sets. Prior early definitional
 dialogues include Laches and Charmides as well as Protagoras, which, strictly, is not
 a definitional dialogue but which is, to a significant extent, concerned with the
 identity of excellence and the relation of its putative components. Posterior early
 definitional dialogues include Euthyphro and Meno. In these later texts, Penner
 argues, Socrates is not concerned with true, but with "demotic" excellence, that is,

 with excellence as conventionally conceived. Therefore, in these later dialogues,
 Socrates does investigate the meaning of "F"?and thus his characterization of F
 as a Form and an essence.

 Penner's argument, or at least core elements of it, has been influential. Today,
 the meaning-interpretation of Socrates' WF question is rarely endorsed. But
 Penner's argument is also faulty in several respects. I have discussed these defects

 recently,5 and I will merely note them here. First, for various reasons, the
 distinction of prior and posterior early definitional dialogues is untenable. Second,
 the view that in Euthyphro and Meno (and Penner might now have to include

 Hippias Major) Socrates seeks components of excellence conventionally conceived
 is also untenable. Third, in advocating his causal-interpretation of the WF
 question, Penner conflates semantic and pragmatic aspects of the WF question.
 The WF question seeks the identity of F; in other words, the WF question seeks
 a real definition. The reason Socrates pursues the WF question, interpreted as
 such, may be that he wants to know what makes people behave virtuously or
 excellently and that he wants to encourage them to behave so. But such an interest
 in pursuing the WF question is distinguishable from what Socrates means when
 he asks what F is.6

 Socrates' WF question seeks a real definition, that is, the identity of F.71 have
 argued that Socrates pursues answers to the WF question, that is, satisfactory
 definitions of F, by evaluating proposals (made by his interlocutor or himself)
 according to whether those proposals satisfy conditions for the identity of F that
 Socrates himself introduces and to which he is committed.8 For example, in
 Charmides, Charmides suggests that sound-mindedness is quietness. Socrates
 then rejects this definition on the grounds that sound-mindedness is necessarily
 fine, whereas quietness is not. Such conditions for the identity of F are called
 "F-conditions." Thus, in the case of Charmides, necessarily being fine is an

 F-condition that the definiens must satisfy.

 5Wolfsdorf2005.

 6 The distinction between the semantics and pragmatics of Socrates' WF question was first
 discussed by Santas (1979), i.e., after the publication of Penner's paper. I have recendy developed this
 topic with minor criticism of Santas in Wolfsdorf 2005.

 7 The question will, accordingly, arise: How is Socrates' pursuit of F qua Form to be reconciled
 with the view that the WF question is not a pursuit of the meaning of "F," if Forms and meanings
 have the same identity conditions? This question is addressed below in section v.

 8Wolfsdorf2003.
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 326  PHOENIX

 In my study of Socrates' pursuit of definitions, I clarify all the F-conditions
 that Socrates employs in the so-called early definitional dialogues?Charmides,
 Laches, Lysis, Euthyphro, Hippias Major, Meno?as well as in Republic 1. The
 clarification of F-conditions and the correlative proposed definitions of F among
 these definitional dialogues facilitates more general comparative analysis of their
 investigations of F. This paper argues for a division of these definitional dialogues
 into two sets similar to Penner's prior and posterior dialogues?however, the
 division is made on fundamentally different grounds from Penner's. Much of the
 discussion focuses on one F-condition, being a ?uvapi?, that Socrates introduces
 early in the investigation in Laches. As will become clear in the course of the
 discussion, the examination of this single F-condition is crucial for understanding
 the relation between the investigations in all the definitional dialogues.

 I should also emphasize that whether the definitional dialogues under examina
 tion were in fact early compositions in Plato's literary career and whether Republic
 1 was originally composed independently of Republic 2-10 is irrelevant to this
 study. The thematic and structural unities of the texts justify their comparative
 analysis. I will hereafter refer to them simply as "the definitional dialogues."

 ii. misunderstanding the "what-is-f?" question in laches

 In Laches, Laches first responds to Socrates' question "What is courage?" as
 follows (190e4-6):

 O? u? t?v A?a ... o? xaXertov ?i7i?iv- ei y?p tic e??^oi ?v t?? x?^ei uivcov ?u?vea?ai
 xo?? 7To?ieu?ouc Kai \ii\ (j>e?yoi, eo i'a?i cm ?v?pe?o? civ ein.

 "By Zeus ... it is not difficult to say. If someone should be willing to remain in rank,
 defend against the enemy, and not flee, rest assured, he would be courageous."

 Socrates believes that this response does not answer the question he asked.9 He
 believes that Laches has confused courage (?v?peia) with a species of courage,10
 for Socrates presumes that Laches regards those who perform various other
 act-types as courageous.11 Socrates suggests that all courageous men commonly
 possess the same thing, courage, and it is the identity of this that his WF
 question seeks.12 Laches' initial confusion resembles Euthyphro's, Hippias', and

 Lach. 190e7-9: Eu u?v X-?yei?, ?? Aaxr|?- oXX ?aco? ?y?) a?iio?, o? aa<|>c?? eljicov, to a?
 aTioKpivaaGai uri touto ? ?iavoouuEvo? r)p?|iir|v, akX exepov ("You speak well, Laches. But
 perhaps I am at fault in that I did not speak clearly; for you have not answered the question as I
 intended it, but otherwise").

 10 More precisely, Socrates believes that Laches has confused what Socrates expects Laches would
 agree courage is with a species of courage.

 11 In his response (Lach. 191a8-ell, 192b5-8), Socrates enumerates a number of other ways in
 which people may demonstrate their courage.

 12 Lach. 191e6: tt|v ?v?peiav K?Krr)VTai ("They have come to possess courage"); Lach. 192b5-8:
 neipco ?rj mi o?, A?xri?, xrjv ?v?peiav outco? ??7ie?v, xi? ouaa ?ovaui? r| a?xr| ?v f|?ovfi icai
 ev Ximn Kai ?v ?rcaaiv o?? vuv ?t] eAiyouev a?xr|v e?vai, erceixa ?v?peia K?Kkxyzax ("Try now to
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 Meno's initial confusions of Socrates' WF question. All of these interlocutors
 initially respond with descriptions of types of F rather than F itself.13 Socrates
 attempts to resolve their confusion, as he does with Laches, and immediately
 or eventually Euthyphro, Meno, and Laches answer the question as Socrates
 originally intended that it be answered.14 Granted, Socrates thinks that none of
 their answers is correct; still, he accepts them as correct sorts of answers to the

 WF question.15
 On the other hand, Socrates' response to Laches' first response to the WF

 question differs from Socrates' responses to Euthyphro's, Hippias', and Meno's
 first responses. In clarifying the distinction between F and kinds of F in Laches,
 Socrates draws an analogy between courage and quickness.16 Subsequendy,
 Socrates characterizes quickness as a?uvaui?. He then asks Laches what ?uvaut?
 courage is. In other words, Socrates suggests that being a ?uvaut? is an F
 condition that the definiens must satisfy. In contrast, in Euthyphro, Meno, and

 Hippias Major Socrates never characterizes F as a ?uvaui?.17 Moreover, in Meno
 Socrates clarifies the distinction between F and kinds of F also by using an
 analogy, in this case between excellence and bees. Socrates speaks of that by
 which all bees are identical qua bees and that by which all kinds of excellence
 are identical qua kinds of excellence. Subsequently, he employs analogies with
 health, size, and strength for the same purpose; and he describes health and
 strength, common to all healthy and strong individuals, as Forms.18 In response

 say what courage is, it being the same ?uvaui? in pleasure and pain and in all the situations we just
 described, which is singled out by the name 'courage' ").

 I have discussed this topic in Wolfsdorf 2004. Compare also Theaetetus' response in the
 eponymous dialogue (146c).

 14 After Hippias' three failed attempts, Socrates subsequendy offers more satisfactory definitions
 himself.

 Benson (1990) distinguishes the two kinds of failed responses to Socrates' WF question as
 "materially" and "formally" incorrect. I have accepted and developed this distinction with criticisms of
 Benson in Wolfsdorf 2004.

 16192al-10: cocmep ?v ei l?xoc rpc?xcov t? 7iot' ?cmv, ? Kai ?v T(p Tp?xeiv Tuyxavei ov rjuiv
 Ka? ?v t(? KiOapi?eiv ml ?v t?) ?iyeiv Kai ?v Tcp uavOaveiv Kai sv aA?oi? noXkoi?, icai axe?ov ti
 a?T? K?KTr|U80a, ou Kai 7i?pi a^iov k?yeiv, x\ ev Ta?? tcov xeip?v rcpa?ecuv r] CTK8?C0V f) aTOinaTO?

 T8 Kai <|>G)vr|? r\ ?iavoia?- ("Suppose, for instance, I were asking you what quickness is, as we find
 it in running and playing the cithara, in speaking and learning, and in many other activities, and as
 possessed by us practically in any action worth mentioning, whether of arms or legs, or mouth or voice
 or mind ... ").

 17In Hippias Major the sixth definition of the beautiful or beauty is ?uvaui? (295e9-10). But
 this is an identity claim. In Meno Meno's second definition suggests that excellence (?peTrj) is
 the ability to rule people (?pxeiv oibv t' e?vai tcov av6pc?7iG)v, 73c9). Meno's third definition
 suggests that excellence is the ability to procure goods (?uvaui? toG rcopiCeaGai TayaG?, 78b9-cl).
 But, notably, in his elaborate account of the kind of entity he is seeking, in response to Meno's
 first and second responses to his WF question, Socrates does not suggest that the definiendum is a
 ?uvaui?.

 lsMeno 72d4-73c4. Socrates describes health as a Form at Meno 72d8 and strength as a Form at
 Meno 72e5.
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 328  PHOENIX

 to Euthyphro's and Hippias' first definitions, Socrates also characterizes F as a
 Form. In Laches, however, Socrates never characterizes courage as a Form.19

 It is a question, then, why in Laches Socrates suggests that the answer to his WF

 question must satisfy the condition that F be a ?uvaut? and, in contrast, why in
 Euthyphro, Hippias Major, and Meno Socrates never employs this F-condition, as
 well as why in the latter three dialogues, but not in Laches, Socrates characterizes
 F as a Form. In an attempt to answer these questions, section in examines
 Socrates' use and conception of ?uvaut?, in Charmides and Republic 1 particularly
 in relation to a passage in Republic 5. Section iv then applies these results to the
 analysis of Socrates' use and conception of ?uvaut? in Laches. Finally, section v
 applies the results of both preceding sections to explain why being a ?uvaui?, but
 not being a Form, occurs as an ^-condition in Laches, whereas being a Form, but
 not being a ?uvaut?, occurs as an F-condition in Euthyphro, Hippias Major, and

 Meno.

 III. AYNAMII

 In Charmides, Critias suggests that sound-mindedness is a kind of knowledge
 (?7iiair|ur|). Socrates tries to identify the kind by comparing it with other
 kinds of knowledge. He first suggests that certain kinds of knowledge produce
 works (?'pya), and he questions what kind of work sound-mindedness produces
 (165cl0-d6):

 Ei Toivuv us, ?(|)r|v, epoio au, iaxpiKTi uyieivou ?7ucn;r|ur| o?aa t? f|u?v xpna?un eaxi
 Kai t? ?Ttepya?eTOU, eircoiu' ?v cm ou auucp?v co^eXiav- tt)v y?p ?yieiav koXov f|u?v
 epyov ?Ttepycx?eTai .... Kal ei xoivuv ue epoio ttjv o?ko8ouikt|v, ?7tiaTT|unv o?crav
 too oiKo?oue?v, t? <|)r|ua epyov aTtepyaCeoGai, e?Ttoiu' av ?ti oiKT|aei?

 "If, then, you should ask me," I said, "wherein medicine, being the knowledge of health, is
 useful and what it produces, I would say that it is a great benefit. For it produces health, a
 fine work for us_ And if you should ask me with respect to architecture, it being the
 knowledge of building, what work it produces, I would say houses."

 Here Socrates understands a work (epyov) to be a physical object or condition
 that results from activity for which the knowledge is responsible. However,

 Two referees expressed the concern that in Euthyphro in particular Socrates is not using "e??o?"
 in a technical sense. I do not claim that the conception of Form developed in Euthyphro, Meno,
 and Hippias Major is identical to that in, say, Phaedo or Parmenides. However, I do believe that in
 these three definitional dialogues, Plato is introducing e??o? as a metaphysical concept and drawing
 an ontological distinction between e??n and their participants. Specifically, an e??o? (in these texts)
 satisfies three conditions that its participants do not. The presence of the property F in all eponymous

 participants is explained by the e??o? F (universality condition). An e??o? F itself has the property F
 purely, whereas participants may also have the polar opposite property not-F (purity condition). An
 e??o? is responsible for its participants having the property F (aetiological condition). I have discussed
 these conditions and the general topic in greater depth in Wolfsdorf 2003 and Wolfsdorf 2005.
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 AYNAMII IN LACHES  329

 Critias criticizes Socrates for assuming that sound-mindedness can be analogized
 with types of knowledge that produce such works. He claims that not all types
 of knowledge have such a work (xoiouxov ?'pyov), and he cites geometry and
 calculation20 as examples that do not.21 Socrates agrees, but the expression
 "xoiouxov epyov" permits him, despite his agreement, to believe that geometry
 and calculation have other kinds of works.

 This hypothesis is strengthened by Socrates' definition of work in Republic 1
 (352e2-9):

 ZO. 'Ap' ouv touto ?v Oein? Kai ?-tuou Kai ctMoo ?xououv epyov, o ?v x\ u?vtp eKe?vcp
 rcoifl tic r\ apiaxa;

 0P. O? uavo?vco, e<|>r|.

 IQ. 'AXA,' ?08- eoG' oxcp ?v aXXco l'?oi? f\ ?(|)0a^uo??;... aKouaai? ?XXop f\ ?aiv;...
 o?koGv ?iKcdco? ?v Tcana toutcov <|)cau?v epya eivai;

 'Would you be willing to establish that the work of a horse or anything else is that which
 one can do only with it or best with it?" T do not understand," he said. "Consider this. Do
 you see by anything else than the eyes?... Do you hear by anything else than the ears? ...

 Would we not justly say that these are the works of these entities?"22

 Socrates here defines a work as a type of action or operation rather than the
 product or result of such an action or operation. Accordingly, for convenience,
 when necessary, I will distinguish works that are physical products or conditions
 that ?uvctjLiei? produce from actions or operations that ?uvctpei? produce by
 referring to the former as "worksp" and the latter as "works^." Thus, arithmetical
 or geometrical thought, that is, mental activity, might be conceived as the work^
 of calculation and geometry. This possibility is not entertained in Charmides.
 But I suggest that this is because Socrates intends to introduce another means
 by which kinds of knowledge (and ouvctuei? in general) can be distinguished.
 Specifically, Socrates grants that although certain types of knowledge, for example,
 geometry and calculation, do not produce such works, namely worksp, these types
 of knowledge are of entities that are distinct from themselves. That is to say,

 20On this translation of "AoyiaTiKTJ," see Klein 1968: 17-25.
 21Chrm. 165e3-166a8.

 22 Socrates continues (Rep. 1.353al-7): uaxaipa ?v ?urc?Xou KXfjjaa ?icoxeuoi? icat auiA.r| Ka?
 ?AAo?? noXXo??,_ *A?A' o??evi y' ?v o?uai out? KaA??? ?? ?perc?v? x<p ?n\ tout? ?pyaaG?vTi

 _ *Ap' ouv o? toGto toutou epyov 0r|ao^ev; ("You could cut vine branches with a dagger or
 carving-knife or many other things? ... But, I think, with nothing so well as a pruning-knife, one
 made for this [task]. Must we not establish that this is the work [epyov] of the pruning-knife?").
 In short, the word epyov is as ambiguous as the word "work" is. Elsewhere in the discussion Socrates
 says that it is the work (epyov) of heat to make things hot, and the work (epyov) of dryness to

 make things dry (335d3-6). He also says it is the work (epyov) of goodness (t? ?yaOov) to benefit
 (335d7-8).
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 330  PHOENIX

 they have distinct objects and thus can be distinguished according to these objects
 (166a3-b3):

 ?XX? xo?e aoi ?'xa> ?e??ai, xivo? ?ax?v ?7iiaxr|ur| ?K?axrj to?tcov tcov eTuaxnucbv, ?
 xuyx?ve? ?v ?XXo auxrjc xrj? ?7uaxr|ur|?- o?ov r\ XoyiaxiKrj ?axi ttou xoG ?pxiou Ka? xoG
 TtepixxoG, 7rXr(0ou? ottxo? ?'xei rcpo? aux? kcli Ttpo? &AXn.?,a* ... o?koGv ?x?poo ovxo? xoG

 TtepixxoG Kai ?pxiou a?xfj? xrj? ^oyiaxiKri? ... Ka? urjv au rj axaxiKT) xoG ?apuxepou
 Kai KO?(|)ox?pou axaGuoG eaxiv- ?xepov ?? ?axi x? ?apu xe Kai koG(|)ov xtj? axaxiKfj?
 a?xf|?.

 "But I can point out that of which each of these types of knowledge is, which is different
 from the knowledge itself. For instance, calculation is of the odd and the even, their
 magnitudes with respect to themselves and one another_ And you grant that the odd
 and even are different from calculation itself_Moreover, weighing is of the lighter and
 the heavier weight. But the heavy and the light are different from weighing itself."

 For convenience, I will refer to these objects of knowledge as urelata? that is,
 related objects.

 Critias claims that sound-mindedness, as a kind of knowledge, is unlike
 geometry, calculation, or weighing, in that its relatum is knowledge itself. That
 is to say, sound-mindedness is the knowledge of knowledge itself. Socrates is
 dubious that this can be the correct definition of sound-mindedness because he

 assumes that sound-mindedness exists and because he doubts that such a thing
 as the knowledge of knowledge could exist. In view of the following principle,
 he argues that the knowledge of knowledge does not exist (168dl-3): on rcep ?v
 tt)v ?aoToo ?ovauiv 7ip?c ?auxo e'xYi, o? Kai 6Ke?vr|v e^si ttjv oocr?av, 7tp??
 f|V f| ?uvaut? a?xoC f|v ('Whatever has its own ?uvaui? related to itself will not
 have the being to which its own ?uvaut? is related").

 Socrates explains this principle by a variety of examples. The first kind includes
 the senses,23 specifically sight and hearing.24 Socrates says that hearing is of sound
 (((x?vri); therefore, for a hearing of hearing to exist, hearing itself would have
 to have sound of its own ((|)C?vr|v exouanc ?auifi?). Similarly, sight is of color
 (xp?f^a); therefore, for a sight of sight to exist, sight itself would have to have
 color (xpcofia xi a?TT|v ?vayicri exeiv). These examples and a number of others
 conform to the principle; and so, on the strength of the analogy, Socrates suggests
 that it is unlikely that the knowledge of knowledge exists.

 This section ofCharmides indicates that Socrates regards types of knowledge, as
 well as a broad range of other kinds of entities, as ?uva|uei?. He does not explicidy
 claim that all ?uva|H?i? can be distinguished and identified by their worksp or
 relata, but the discussion suggests that he may assume this. This hypothesis gains
 support from a passage in Republic 5, in which Socrates is distinguishing two
 psychological states, knowledge and opinion, and in which Socrates presents a

 23C?77?.167d7-9.

 24 Sight at Chrm. 167c8-d2 and 168d9-el; hearing at 167d4-5 and 168d3-7.
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 definition of ?uvapi?. Note that this is the only passage in the corpus where
 ?uvapi? is explicitly defined. Socrates regards both knowledge and opinion as
 ?uvapei?, and he begins his explanation of their distinction with the following
 general characterization of Suvapi? (477cl-d5):

 SQ. Or|CTop.ev ?uvausi? e?vai y?vo? ti tcov ?vtcov, a?? 8r\ Kai fjue?? ?ovctueOa a ?ova
 jiEOa Kai ?XXo n?v cm nep ?v ??vnTai, o?ov Aiyco ?yiv Kai ?Korjv tcov ?uvauecov
 e?vai, si apa jxavOavei? ? po?Xouai ?iyEiv t? e??o? ...

 SQ. "Akoocjov ?rj, ? uoi ((>aiv?Tai rcep? a?Tcov- ?uvaueco? y?p ?ycb o?ke Tiv? xp?av opeo
 o?t? ax?jua orne ti tcov toioutcov, o?ov Kai aXXwv noXX?v, Tip?? ? arco??i-cov
 ?via ?iopi?ofiai Ttap' ?|iauTCp Ta ^?v ?XXa ?ivai, Ta ?? aAAa- ?uvau?co? ?'
 ?I? ?K??VO U?VOV ?X?~CO, ?())' Cp T? ?OTl Ka? ? ?~?pya??Tai, Kai Ta?TT) ?K?aTT|V
 a?Tcov ??vajxiv ?Kakaa, Kai tt]v u?v ?7ti Tcp a?Tcp TETay^?vnv Kai t? a?T?
 ?7t?pya?o^?vr|v ttjv a?TT)V KaXc?, tt|v ?? ?7ii ?T?pcp Ka? ?T?pov ?-?pya?ou?vr|v
 a^Xr|v.

 "Shall we agree that ?uvcxuei? are a type of thing by which we, as well as everything else,
 are capable of whatever we are capable of and whatever anything else is capable of? For
 example, sight and hearing are ?ovcxuei??if you understand the type ofthing I want to
 describe_ Listen, then, to what I think of them. I do not see the color of a ??vaui?,

 nor its shape, nor any such thing, as I do in the case of many other things I look at to
 define. But in the case of a ??vaui? I look only at that to which it is related and at
 what it produces. In this way I come to call each of them a ?uvaui?. And that which is
 connected to the same thing and produces the same thing I call the same ??vaui?; and
 that which is. connected to a different thing and produces a different thing I call a different
 ??vaui?."25

 In this passage Socrates suggests that in attempting to distinguish and define
 a ?uvapi? he considers what it produces and that to which it is related or
 connected. What a Suvaui? produces (o a7ispycx??Tai) is of course its workp
 or work^. That to which it is related or connected (?$ cp eaxi or xExayuevrjv)
 is not given a name, nor is there an obviously appropriate nominal expression in

 Greek for such a thing. Following the verbal construction, we might call it uthe
 thing to which [the ?uvaua<_7 is related^ (xo z? cp ?'cmv). However, in view of our

 25 A referee expressed the following concern about this passage: as translated, Socrates employs a
 series of conjunctions (Kai) that imply that all ?uvcqiei? produce worksp and worksp and have relata.

 The referee suggests translating some instances of "mi" disjunctively. I have retained my translations
 of "mi" as "and." But while I do believe that Socrates (or Plato) conceives of all ?uvauei? as having
 relata and also works a, I am also committed to the view that Socrates (or Plato) does not believe that

 all ?uvauei? produce worksp. Consider a sentence such as the following: 'When I manage situations
 A, B, and C, I consider factors D, E, and F.n This does not imply that in managing each situation, I
 consider each factor; in managing a given situation, I may consider some subset of factors. Cf. also

 Hintikka's discussion (1974: 5-13) of this passage, and note, further, that Socrates uses the same verb
 (?7tepya?ea6ai) here as in the Charmides passages cited above.

 26 On the use of the verb "connect," consider the language of yoking in the citation from Republic
 6 discussed below, 332.
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 discussion of Charmides, it seems clear that this is just what we have been calling
 the urelatum? and so I will hereafter assume that to ?ty (p ecmv of a ?uvaut? is
 identical to the relatum of a ??vaui?.

 We have seen in Charmides that not all ?uvct|Liei? produce worksp. But I
 suggest that those ?uvaiiet? that have a relatum relate or connect to that entity by
 their characteristic action or operation, that is, by their work^. For instance, the
 relatum of the ?uvaut? of sight is a concrete macroscopic object and specifically its
 aspects of color and shape. The ?uvaut? of sight relates to visible objects through
 the action of seeing.27

 Socrates never attempts a general characterization of the nature of the relation
 or connection between a ?uvaut? and its relatum. But it is clear that whatever

 this relation-type might be, it covers a wide variety of kinds whose distinction, of
 course, depends upon the kind of ?uvaut? and relatum in question. For instance,
 the senses perceive their relata, whereas types of knowledge intellect their relata.
 Consider, for instance, that in Republic 6, Socrates suggests that the ?uvajiei? of
 sight and hearing differ in the way that they relate to their relata. Hearing occurs
 through a simple relation of the ?uvaut? of hearing and its relatum sound; but,
 for its operation, sight requires, in addition to a visible object, the presence of
 light (507cl0-508a2):

 IQ. ecmv ?xi 7ipoa?e? aKof] mi (|)covf| y?vou? ?Mou ei? x? xtjv u?v ?Ko?eiv, xrjv
 ?? aKoGeaGai, ? ??v urj 7tapay?vr|xai xp?xov, rj u?v ouk ?Ko?aexai, r\ ?? o?k
 aKoua0r|aexai;

 TA. O??evo?, ?^rj.

 ZQ. OTjuai ?? ye, f|v ?' ?yco, oo?' ?XXai? 7toAAa??, ?va ut| euico ?xi o??euuj, xoio?xoo
 7ipoa?e? o??evo? ... ?vouan? rcou ?v ouuaaiv oyeco? Kai ?TtixeipoGvxo? xoG
 ?'xovxo? xprjaGai a?xfl, Ttapo?an? ?? XPoa? ev a?xo??, ??v utj rcapay?vrjxai y?vo?
 xp?xov i?ia bn a?xo xoGxo 7te(|)i)KO?, o?a?a ?xi f) xe ?\|/i? o???v ?yexai x? xe
 Xpc?uaxa ?axai ?opaxa ... o? auiKp?t ?pa i??a rj xoG op?v aiaOrjai? Kai r\
 xoG op?a9ai ??vaui? xcov ?XXcov au?e?^ecov xtuicox?pco ?oy^ ???yrjaav, ei7tep urj
 ?xijxov X? <|>(O?.

 "Do hearing and sound need some other kind ofthing for the one to hear and the other to
 be heard; or if some third entity is not present, does the one not hear and is the other not
 heard?" "There is need of nothing else," he said. "I think so too," I said, "and this is the
 case with many other [?uvauei?]?although not with all of them_ Although sight is

 27 The decision to focus on either the works (epya) or relata (x? ?tf $ ecmv) of the ?ov?^ei?

 in the process of defining them seems simply to be a practical consideration. The work (epyov) or
 relatum (to $ e<j>' ecmv) of a ?uvaui? may be the more salient of the two. Thus, attention to the one

 rather than the other may be most convenient in the process of definition. For example, in Republic

 5 Socrates distinguishes the ?uvaui? of knowledge from that of opinion, in that knowledge is related
 (hni) to being (t? ?vti), whereas opinion is not related to being (Rep. 478a6). The mental activity
 that knowledge produces is presumably different from that which opinion produces as well. But it is
 analytically more convenient to distinguish the two powers with respect to their relata rather than the
 character of their activities.
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 AYNAMII IN LACHES  333

 present in the eyes and its possessor tries to use it and color is present, without the presence

 of a third thing specifically and naturally for this, sight will not see and colors will remain
 invisible_ The sense of seeing and the ?uvaui? of being seen are yoked together by a
 not trivial kind of thing, but by a yoke more honorable than that by which other entities
 are yoked?if light is not a dishonorable kind ofthing."

 The passage provides evidence of Socrates' belief that multiple elements may be
 necessary for the operation of a subset of ou vcquei?. It also provides evidence
 of his belief that relata themselves are conceived as having particular ou votpei?
 such that they can relate or connect to the ?uvctpei? of which they are the relata.
 For instance, the relata of sight have ?uvapei? such that they can be seen. This
 distinction between the two types of ?uvapi? may conveniendy be described as
 active versus passive.

 In conventional Greek discourse, ?uvcxpi? is principally used to mean power
 to act and thus to describe what we are calling active ?uvctpei?.29 It is used
 in this way in several of the definitional dialogues as well. For instance, as we
 saw, during Socrates and Critias' discussion of the existence of the knowledge of
 knowledge, Socrates suggests that an entity with a given ?uvapi? would not have
 the being (ouaicx) to which its own ?uvapi? is related. He does not say that it

 would not have the (active) ?uvctpi? to which its own (passive) ?uvapi? is related.
 Presumably, this is to avoid confusion in an already complicated discussion. But
 whereas in Charmides Socrates does not describe sight and hearing as lacking the
 ?uvocpei? to be seen or to be heard, he uses precisely this language in Republic 6
 (507c6-8):

 ?vvevorjKa? t?v tcov aiaOfpecov orjuioupyov oacp 7toXuTeXeaT(XTr|v ttjv too ?pav Te
 Ka? op?a?ai ?uvauiv ??nuioopyriaev;

 Have you considered how exquisitely the creator has created the ??vaui? of seeing and
 being seen?

 In sum, the evidence from Charmides and Republic 1 is consistent with
 Socrates' characterization of ?uvapi? in Republic 5, with the qualification that in
 the definitional dialogues Socrates' use of ?uvapi? is limited to active ?uvdcuei?.
 Auvcijuei? are powers that enable their possessors to act or operate in a particular
 way. Furthermore, Socrates is no behaviorist. He does not take talk of ?uvctpei?
 to be a convenient way of characterizing the world and making predictions, while
 remaining ontologically neutral. He believes ouvriuei? are?in a sense that I grant
 is difficult to clarify?real. For instance, as I will argue in the following section,

 28 On the meaning of ?uvaui? at Sophist 247e, Cornford (1935: 234) writes: "'Dynamis is the
 substantive answering to the common verb 'to be able' (o?vaaOai), and it covers the ability to be
 acted upon as well as the ability to act on something else, whereas most of the corresponding English
 words?power, force, potency, etc.?suggest active, as opposed to passive, ability. Dynamis includes
 passive capacity, receptivity, susceptibility, as well."

 29On the common use of ?uvaui?, see Souilh? 1919: 1-23. On the mathematical use of ?uvaui?,
 see Szab? 1978: 36-40.
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 334  PHOENIX

 Socrates believes that the ?uvapi? courage is a state of the soul, and he regards
 the soul as a substantial entity. It is unclear, however, how Socrates understands
 the relation of the being (ouaia) of an entity to its ?uvapi?, that is, in modern
 terms, how he understands the relation of the categorical properties of an entity
 to its dispositional properties.30

 Furthermore, Socrates speaks of the characteristic action or operation of a
 ?uvapi? as an ?pyov. This I refer to as "workA." Additionally, certain ?uvapei?
 produce objects or physical conditions, and Socrates also speaks of such products
 as epyct. For clarity's sake, I refer to them as "worksp." Furthermore, it
 should be noted that there is some ambiguity in the way Socrates speaks of
 the relation between a ?uvapi? and its epyov (workA or workp). In Republic
 1, Socrates speaks of the ?uvaut? appropriate for an entity to perform its (the
 entity's, not the ?uvapi?'s) characteristic workA. For example, the presence in
 the eye of the ?uvctpi? of sight enables the eye to see. However, sometimes
 Socrates speaks of the ?uvapi?'s workA or workp. I regard this ambiguity as
 innocuous and explicable. As others who have examined Plato's conception
 of causation or rather aetiology have noted, Plato tends to have his characters
 speak of aixiai not in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions, but in
 terms of saliency. For example, the cuxiov or cause of something tends to be
 conceived as a salient object or property.31 Accordingly, Socrates may speak
 of the entity or, more precisely, its ?uvapi? as responsible for a workA or
 workp.

 In Republic 5, Socrates says that, in defining ?uvctpei?, he turns his attention
 to their works (epya) as well as to their relata (xa ?<)>' o?? eaxiv) rather than to the
 ?uvapei? themselves because ?ovctpei? differ from most things whose identities
 one may grasp just by looking at them. Auvcxpei? do not have color (%poa)
 or shape (axrjpa) or any such thing (xi xcov xoiouxcov), that is, any perceptible
 properties. I take it that this is Socrates' way of characterizing the metaphysical
 peculiarities of ?uvapei? and the attendant epistemological difficulty of knowing
 them. A ?uvapi? is not perceptible in the way that a concrete macroscopic object
 is. Rather, as we might put it, one comes to understand what will result from
 the presence of a certain entity in certain conditions through induction based on
 past observation ofthat entity or others of its kind under conditions ofthat kind.
 Furthermore, on the basis of such observation one infers that the entity possesses a
 ?uvapi? that enables such-and-such to occur under such-and-such conditions.32

 Socrates, of course, is not conducting experiments in empirical psychology. But,

 30 On this distinction, see Armstrong 1996: 4-7.
 31 For example, Sedley 1998 and Wolfsdorf 2005.
 32 In cases where the ?uv?uet? do not have worksp, such as knowledge or sight, and where the

 works a are not perceptible as, for instance, bodily action is, inference will of course be more complex,

 though not fundamentally different. This may be why Socrates assumes that it is a condition of
 definitional knowledge of F that one be able to give an account of what F is; that is, verbal accounts
 are perceptible. Benson (2000:114) calls this the verbalization requirement.
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 AYNAMIZ IN LACHES  335

 I take it, his analysis of ?uvaut? in Republic 5 reflects commonsensical, non
 technical processes by which people make inferences about the existence and
 properties of ?uvoutet?. In the following section, I apply these general results
 concerning ?uvaui? to the interpretation of Socrates' insistence in Laches that
 courage is a ?uvaut?.

 IV. COURAGE AS A AYNAMII OF THE ?YXH IN LACHES

 Elsewhere I have defended the following point.33 Of the five entities that
 Socrates and Protagoras distinguish in Protagoras as putative parts of human
 excellence, it is commonly overlooked that, at least in conventional discourse,
 justice (otKatoauvr)) and holiness (?ai?xr|c) differ from sound-mindedness,
 courage, and knowledge (ao((>ia) in the following respect. The last three are
 necessarily psychological properties, whereas the first two are not. For instance,
 an act may be holy (?aiov) or just (?iicaiov) regardless of the psychological state
 of the agent. In contrast, an act's being sound-minded (aa>(|>pov), courageous
 (?v?pe?ov), or wise or intelligent (ao<|>?v) depends on the psychological state of
 the agent. In fact, entities may be holy or just quite independently of human
 interests. For instance, a place may be holy simply because it is reserved for a
 certain kind of activity; and a social condition may be just, regardless of whether
 it results from the interests of any particular agents. Accordingly, we may speak of
 sound-mindedness, courage, and knowledge, as opposed to justice and holiness,
 as personal human excellences.

 Before he poses the WF question in Laches, Socrates explicitly indicates that
 ?v?peia is the sort of entity found in the soul {\\fv%r\; 185el-2): O?kouv vuv
 <|>a|jxv Tiepi ua9r|iaaxo? cncoTte?v xfj? vj/uxti? ?veica xf|? xcov vsaviaKcav; ("We

 now say, then, that we are considering this subject [namely, fighting-in-arms] for
 the sake of the soul of the young men?").34

 In fact, Laches' response also contains a suggestion that courage is a psy
 chological entity. Recall that Laches uses the verb "be willing" (?G??xn) in his
 response: "If someone should be willing to remain in rank-" This suggests
 that one who is courageous and remains in rank, defends against the enemy, and
 does not flee has a certain psychological state. Specifically, given the character of
 the act-type and the resistance to flight, the courageous man must feel fear, but
 have the strength to resist it.

 33Wolfsdorf2002.

 34 See also Lach. 190b3-5: O?ko?v, Aaxti?, Ka? v6v r|u?? ico?e TiapaKaXe?tov ei? auu?ou?.r|v,
 t?v' ?v tp?Ttov to?? ui?aiv a?x?v ?peir) napayevou?vn xa?? vj/uxa?? ?ueivou? 7coir|aeiev; ("And
 you know, Laches, at this moment our two friends are inviting us to a consultation regarding the way
 in which excellence may be made present to the souls of their sons so as to improve them"). In the

 context of this passage, where excellence is characterized as the thing that when made present to the
 soul improves its condition, Socrates also uses the analogy of the eyes and ears and sight and hearing
 (see Lach. 190al-b5).
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 336  PHOENIX

 On the other hand, the focus of Laches' definition is on the character of the

 act-type, rather than the psychological state of the agent. Consider Socrates'
 initial response to Laches (191al-3): ZQ. ?v?pe?o? rcou ouio?, ov Kai au Xiyei?,
 ?? av ?v xfi xa?ei u?v v uctx?ixai xo?? 7ro?,e|uioi?. AA. 'Ey youv (|>r|ua ("That
 man who, as you say, remains in rank and fights against the enemy is courageous."
 "I at least assert it"). As his response continues, however, Socrates does not
 elicit Laches' assent to the claim that many other act-types are courageous. He
 elicits Laches' assent to the claim that people who perform other act-types are
 courageous. The distinction is important, for although what Socrates is seeking is
 perhaps identifiable with what we call a "universal," I suggest that he would not be
 content with a response that described a very general type of action, for instance,
 resisting danger?even though this very general act-type would cover the broad
 range of act-types he describes in his response. Those who claim that Laches' first

 response is not broad enough are misguided in this respect.35 Courage simply is
 not an act-type.36

 Support for my proposal comes from Charmides. As I have suggested,
 sound-mindedness, like courage, is, at least in conventional discourse, a personal
 excellence. In Charmides, as in Laches, and only in these two early definitional
 dialogues, immediately before he poses his WF question, Socrates suggests that
 F?in the case of Charmides, sound-mindedness?is a psychological entity. He
 describes his alleged Thracian charm with these words (157a3-bl):37

 0epa7te?ea9ai ?? xfjv \|/uxt)v e'<t>r|, & uampie, erccpoaic xiaiv- x?? ?' ?jrcp??? xa?xa? xou?
 Xoyou? e?vai xou? KaXo??- ek ?? x?v xoio?xcov X?yav ?v xa?? vj/uxa?? aco<|>poa?vr|v
 ?yyiyveaGai, fj? ?yyevou?vn? Kai Tiapo?an? p?i?iov rj?n e?vai xr]v ?yieiav Kai xfl ke
 (|>a^Ti Kai x<p aXXti* acouaxi Ttopi?eiv.

 "He said, my friend, that the soul is treated by means of certain charms and that these
 charms are fine words. From such words, sound-mindedness is engendered in souls; and

 when sound-mindedness is engendered and present, then health comes more easily both
 to the head and to the rest of the body."

 35Nehamas (1975: 295) writes: "His definition is, of course, not general enough." See also Fine
 1993: 47: "Sometimes an answer is rejected because it is too narrow. For example, courage cannot
 be defined as 'standing firm in battle,' since courage can be displayed in other sorts of behavior (La.
 191ce)."

 Rather, courageous action is the work^ of courage (or of the courageous soul).
 37 See also Chrm. 158e7-159a3: ?f]A,ov y?p on e? aoi rc?peaxi aco<j)poa?vr|, ?xei? ti rcep? a?xfj?

 ?o?a?eiv. av?yKn y?p nou ?vooaav a?xr|v, e?jiep ?veaxiv, aiaGrja?v ti va Ttap?xeiv, ?? fj? ?o?a
 ?v t?c aoi Tiep? a?xij? ein, ?xi ?axi Ka? ?rcoi?v xi r| o*(?<|>poauvr|_ "Iva xo?vuv xoTi?acofiev eue
 aoi eveativ eue urj, eirc? ... xi (|)f]? e?vai aco<|)poa?vr|v mx? xtjv arjv ?o^av ("Now it is clear that if
 sound-mindedness is present in you, you are able to form some opinion about it. For it is necessary, I

 suppose, that if it is in you, it provides a sense of its presence, from which you would form an opinion

 both of what it is and of what sort of thing sound-mindedness is- So, then, in order to guess
 whether or not it is in you ... tell me what in your opinion sound-mindedness is").
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 AYNAMIS IN LACHES  337

 After Socrates rejects Charmides' first definition, he encourages Charmides to
 reconsider what sound-mindedness is. He does this in such a way as to suggest,
 as he had done before he posed the WF question, that sound-mindedness is a
 psychological entity (160d5-8):

 n?Xiv To?vov ... co Xapui?n, ua?Aov -poa?xcov t?v vouv Ka? ei? aeauT?v eu?Xev|/ac,
 ?wor|aa? ?tcoi?v tivcx ae 7ioie? r\ aco(()poa?vr| jrapouaa Ka? rcoia ti? o?aa toioutov
 ?Ttepya?oiTO ?v.

 "Once again now ... Charmides, concentrate hard and look inside yourself. Consider
 what sort of person sound-mindedness makes you, if it is present, and what sort ofthing it
 would have to be in order to affect you in that way."

 Charmides' first definition is of an act-type, quietness. By this Charmides
 means behaving quiedy.38 His second definition is modesty. Here it is unclear
 whether Charmides means a mode of behavior or a psychological state responsible
 for that mode of behavior. Socrates rejects both definitions on the grounds that
 sound-mindedness necessarily is fine (Kctl?v) and good (ayaGov) and because
 the definitions do not satisfy these conditions. The third definition is doing one's
 own thing (x? x? ?auxou Ttp?xxeiv), which is interpreted to mean doing good
 things (x? x?yctG? Ttp?xxeiv). This definition clearly cannot be refuted by the
 claim that it is not necessarily fine or good. At this point, Socrates questions
 whether a doctor who healed a patient, that is, performed some good act, but did
 so by accident, would be sound-minded. Critias denies that he would and insists
 that sound-mindedness must be a kind of epistemic condition.39 I suggest that
 Socrates introduces the example of the felicitous doctor precisely to draw out the
 psychological aspect of sound-mindedness.

 Whereas in conventional Greek discourse ?v?peia is used to designate the
 psychological state that enables one to overcome the impulse to flee from fearful
 states of affairs, acu(|>poauvr| is used to designate the psychological state that
 enables one to resist the impulse to indulge in pleasures. Both states depend on
 the cognizance of the fearfulness or desirability of the pertinent external state of
 affairs respectively. Accordingly, if a soldier is engaged in a drill in which he must
 crawl across a stretch of earth while machine-gun fire passes just above his head
 and he falsely believes that the gunners are using blanks, then his willingness to
 perform the exercise does not as such involve courage. Similarly, a man who turns
 down a delicious meal because he falsely believes that it is poisoned does not as

 38This is clear from the formulation of Charmides* first definition (159b): aa><f>poa?vr| e?vai
 t? Koauico? navra np?tTeiv Kai fjauxfi, ev xe ta?? ??o?? ?a?iCeiv Kai ?iaX?yeaOai, Kai x? ?XXa
 n?vxa ?)aa?TG>c rcoie?v. Kai uoi ?OKe?, ?(j)r|, auAAr|??r|v riauxioin? ti? e?vai ? ?pcoxci? ("... sound

 mindedness is doing everything in an orderly and quiet manner, walking in the streets, talking, and

 everything else ofthat kind. In a word/ he said, 1 think the thing about which you ask may be called
 'quietness'w).

 39Chrm. 164al-d4.
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 338  PHOENIX

 such demonstrate sound-mindedness.40 The extent to which these psychological
 states are in fact identifiable with epistemic states is, of course, debatable. But that
 courage and sound-mindedness, like knowledge or wisdom (ao<|>ia), are some
 kind of psychological state is clear.

 Let us now turn to the work^ of courage. As I noted at the end of section in,
 there is some ambiguity in this very formulation. We might, more appropriately,
 inquire after the work^ of the soul that possesses courage. The obvious candidate
 is courageous corporeal action; that is to say, the psychological state of courage
 enables a person to act courageously. However, Socrates himself never explicidy
 describes things as such. We have seen that in Republic 1, Socrates defines the
 work of an entity as that which can only or best be done with it. Toward the end
 ofthat text, he claims that the soul has a work or number of works: to care for,

 calculate, and govern.41
 At least the second of these is a mental activity. So, it is plausible that the

 woricA of courage or rather the courageous soul may be or at least may include
 a mental activity. Moreover, in the same passage in Republic 1, Socrates defines
 the excellence (?pexr|) of the soul as justice (?iKaioa?vr|),42 where by excellence
 he understands the condition that makes an entity fit for its workA. Also, by
 this point in the text he has suggested that justice is knowledge (co<|>ia).43 And
 since there is ample evidence in Laches and elsewhere that Socrates regards human
 excellence and so courage as knowledge of some kind, he may very well regard
 the workA of courage or the courageous soul as including mental activity and
 perhaps precisely as caring for, calculating, and governing. I believe that this
 is the view of the workA of human excellence or of the soul in a condition of
 human excellence that Plato intended to advance as a compelling alternative to
 pre-analytic, conventional views. I will call it the "Socratic conception." Moreover,
 courageous, as well as sound-minded, just, and holy corporeal activities fall within
 the scope of caring for and governing, but they do not exhaust the workA of
 human excellence.

 On the other hand, the Socratic conception of human excellence and especially
 of courage as a kind of knowledge is not conventional. I suggest that in their
 pre-analytic grasp of the concepts, Socrates' interlocutors would regard the workA
 of courage, holiness, justice, and sound-mindedness, where these are understood
 as psychological states, as correspondingly virtuous or excellent corporeal action.

 This hypothesis is supported by a range of evidence.
 Most of Socrates' interlocutors' initial responses to the WF question describe

 act-types. Charmides defines sound-mindedness as quiet behavior; Critias as

 40 In contrast?as we have seen (above, 334)?the common translation of oaiov as "pious" is
 misguided because "piety" is a personal excellence-term. On the other hand, "holy" is not.

 41 Rep. 1.353d3-6.
 42 Rep. 1.353el-9.
 43 Rep. 1.350c4-5 and 351a3-4.1 asssume that Socrates and Plato understand the words ?7tioTrmr|

 and acx}>ia as equivalents.
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 AYNAMIS IN LACHES 339

 doing good things. Laches defines courage as paradigmatic hoplite conduct.
 Cephalus defines justice as truth-telling and returning borrowed items; Pole
 marchus as rendering each his due. Euthyphro defines holiness as what he is
 doing, prosecuting one who commits sacrilege, regardless of his relation to the
 offender. Meno defines excellence, for a man, as managing political affairs and,
 for a woman, as managing household affairs.44

 In Republic 1, Socrates asks Thrasymachus whether one city will have the
 ?uvapi? to enslave another if it lacks justice.45 Socrates suggests that a city
 whose citizens lack justice will be incapable of organizing a successful military
 campaign. This is because the work of injustice is to breed hatred among the
 citizens of the enslaving city.46 Socrates then speaks of injustice as having a
 ?uvapi?47 and suggests that if injustice is present among at least some members
 of a group it will disable the group from cooperatively carrying out its enterprises
 (351e6-352a3):

 'E?v ?? ?t| ... ?v ?v? ?yy?vr|Tai ??iKia, ucov urj ?noXe? ttjv a?T?j? O? vaut v, r\ o???v
 fJTTOv ?'cjei; Mn??v t?ttov s%?T(?), etyr\. O?koGv Toiav?e Tiv? <|)aiveTai ?'xouaa ttjv
 ??vauiv, o?'av, cp ?v ?yy?vnTai, eue n?Xex tiv? eue y?vei e'?e OTpaT07i??cp eue ?Mcp
 ?TCpoGv, TtpcoTOV u?v ???vaTov a?TO Ttoie?v Tip?rceiv ue?' a?ToG ?i? to aTaaia?eiv Ka?
 ?ia(|)?pea0ai, ?xi ?' ?x?p?v e?vai ?auTCp ... ;

 [If, in the case of two people,] injustice is present in one, will it lose its ??vaui? or retain
 it? "Let it have it just the same," he said. 'Then is it not apparent that it has a certain kind

 of ??vajLti? such that wherever it is present, be it in a city, family, army camp, or anywhere
 else, it first makes the thing incapable of acting within itself on account of faction and
 division, and then it renders the thing an enemy to itself...?"

 In Protagoras, it is Protagoras who, during his account of the origin of society,
 first introduces the word ?uvaui?.48 There ?uvajiei? are treated as entities
 Zeus charges Prometheus and Epimetheus to distribute to animals. Among the
 entities said to be ?uvapet? are strength49 and quickness (xa^o?),50 as well as

 44 For refences, see the table below, 340-342.

 45 Rep. 1.351bl-9. It clearly cannot be assumed that the work of justice is understood as enslaving
 another city, for it has been denied that the work of justice can be to harm others. It seems more
 accurate to say that the work of justice is to act cooperatively.

 46 Rep. 1.351d9-el.
 47 In different texts Socrates occasionally describes the same entities as having ?uvauei? and as

 being ?uvauei?. For instance, in Laches he says that courage is a ?uvaui?; and in Protagoras he says
 that courage has a ?uvaui? (330a4-b3). This is not to be confused with the fact that some entities that

 have ?uvauei?, for example, the eye and ear, are not identical to their ?uvauei?, sight and hearing.
 Rather, I take it that when Socrates says that an entity that otherwise there is reason to believe he
 regards as a ?uvaut? has a ?uvaui?, this is simply a manner of speaking and that the predicate "has a
 ?uvaui?" is to be interpreted as equivalent to "is a ?uvaui?."

 4SPrt. 320d5.
 49/V/.320d8.
 50/Vf.320el.
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 340  PHOENIX

 other means of self-preservation.51 Presumably, Protagoras intends to convey that
 Epimetheus distributed the ?uvaui? of strength to certain animals to enable them
 to fight well and that he distributed the ?uvapi? of quickness to other "weaker"
 (?aOeveax?pou?) animals to enable them to flee.52

 It is necessary, then, to distinguish the proper Socratic view of the work^
 of human excellence or of the soul in the state of excellence from the con

 ventional view to which Socrates' interlocutors may be committed?assuming
 they recognize that the putative components of excellence are psychological
 states. In their case, the work^ of courage or the courageous soul is courageous

 corporeal action. Again, in Socrates' case, it is mental as well as corporeal
 activity.53

 In sum, Socrates believes that courage is a ?uvapi? of the soul, that is,
 a psychological state or, more literally, power. Thus, Laches' first response
 to Socrates' WF question is unsatisfactory because Laches confuses a type of

 work^ with the ?uvaui? responsible for that work^. In response, Socrates tries
 to impress upon Laches that there are numerous other types of courageous
 behavior; in other words, there are numerous other works^ for which courage

 is responsible. But Socrates does not do this in an effort to persuade Laches to
 identify courage with a sufficiendy general act-type; rather, he does so in order to
 draw Laches' attention to the common psychological ?uvapi? that all such agents
 share.54

 V. ETHICAL VERSUS METAPHYSICAL DEFINITIONAL DIALOGUES

 Having clarified why, in response to Laches' first definition, Socrates insists
 that courage is a ?uvaui?, I turn now to the question of why in Laches Socrates
 does not introduce the condition that F is a Form and why in Euthyphro, Hippias

 Major, and Meno, he introduces the latter F-condition, but not the former. I
 will begin with a list of all the definitions in the definitional dialogues and the
 correlative F-conditions that they fail to satisfy.55

 51 The line is: "while for those with an-unarmed constitution (?onXov <|>?cnv) he devised some

 other ?uvaui? for survival" (Prt. 320el-3).
 Prt. 320d8-el. The text does not explicidy say that Epimetheus distributed these ?uvauei? to

 the animals for the purposes I have suggested. But this assumption seems beyond doubt.
 I note that I have not here discussed the relatum of courage (or human excellence). Insofar as

 Socrates or Plato conceives of human excellence as the knowledge of goodness, the relatum of the
 ?uvaui? is goodness. Whether Socrates or Plato conceives of the putative components of excellence
 as identical is, of course, controversial, and I must here sidestep the debate.

 54 It should be noted here that, in defense of the meaning-interpretation of the WF question,

 Vlastos (1981: 410-417) presents an idiosyncratic argument against the view that ?uvaui? in Laches
 means "power." For a criticism of Vlastos's argument, see Wolfsdorf 2005.

 55 Note that I have excluded consideration o? Lysis on the grounds that because of the significant

 ontological difference of friendship (<J>iA.ia) from all the other definiendo, the structure of the
 investigation in this text is anomalous.
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 Text  Definition  F- Condition

 Useful,56 just57
 Not harmful (1.335dll-12)

 Rep. 1 (1) Truth-telling and returning borrowed Just (1.331cl-5)
 items

 [2) Rendering each his due
 ^3) Aiding a good friend and harming

 a bad enemy
 [4) The good for the stronger58
 1) Quietness
 [2) Modesty
 '3) Doing one's own thing59

 4) Self-knowledge60
 1) Paradigmatic hoplite conduct
 2) Toughness of the soul
 3) Knowledge of what is to be feared

 and dared62

 1) Prosecuting sacrilege regardless of
 personal relation

 2) That which is loved by some gods
 3) That which is loved by all the gods
 4) Attention to the gods63

 Altruistic (1.342cll-ell)
 Fine(160b7-9)
 Good (161all-b2)
 Implies self-knowledge
 (164c5-d3)

 Exists (169a7-bl), beneficial61
 A power
 Fine(192d7-8)
 A part of excellence

 (199e3-7)
 Not a type of holiness

 (6d9-ll)
 Purely holy (8al0-12)
 An essence (Ila6-b9: o?aia)
 An essence64

 Socrates' response to this definition is complex. It begins with the reinterpretation of the
 definition itself as aiding friends and harming enemies (Rep. 1.331e5-332d9). He then asks how the
 just man is able to aid friends and harm enemies. In other words, an attempt is made more precisely
 to determine the just man's particular expertise. It appears that the just man is rather useless since

 he is only good for guarding items when they are not in use (Rep. 1.332dl0-333e5). Subsequendy,
 Socrates suggests that the ability to guard also implies possession of the polar opposite skill, namely the
 ability to steal. Accordingly, the just man appears to be a thief (Rep. 1.333e6-334b6). At this point,
 Polemarchus concedes perplexity, yet reaffirms that justice is aiding friends and harming enemies
 (Rep. 1.334b7-9).

 57 Given the possibility of misjudging people, one might harm a good person, mistaking him for
 an enemy, and benefit a bad person, mistaking him for a friend. In response to this, it is granted that
 it is just to harm the unjust and benefit the just (Rep. 1.334d9-ll).

 58 In the first movement of Socrates' response to this definition, it is clarified that the genuine ruler
 does not pursue policies that are harmful to himself, mistakenly believing them to be beneficial to
 himself (##>. 1.338d7-341a4).

 59 Reinterpreted as doing what is good.
 60 Reinterpreted as knowledge of knowledge (and of lack of knowledge and of all other knowledges).
 61 Insofar as Socrates believes himself incompetent to determine whether knowledge of knowledge

 exists, he concedes that even if it did exist, it would not be beneficial (Chrm. 171dl-2; see also
 172c-d).

 62 Reinterpreted as knowledge of good and bad.
 63 Reinterpreted as service to the gods.
 64 On the assumption that holiness is service to the gods, Socrates questions what benefit it

 provides. Euthyphro's response (15bl0-c2) implies that holiness is pleasing to the gods, and as such
 this definition falters on the same grounds as the preceding definition.
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 Text  Definition  F-Condition

 Hip. Maj. (1) A fine woman
 (2) Gold
 (3) To be rich, healthy, honored, live to

 old age, etc.
 (4) Propriety

 (5) Utility66
 (6) Benefit
 (7) Aesthetic pleasure68

 Meno (1) Managing political affairs, managing
 domestic affairs, etc.

 (2) Ability to govern people
 (3) Desiring what is fine and being able

 to procure it70

 Purely fine (287c3-5: xo KaXxSv)
 Purely fine (291c6-8)65
 Purely fine (293c2-5)

 Makes things fine
 (294d9-e3)

 Not harmful (296c6-dl)
 Not a type of goodness67
 Not a type of goodness69
 Not a type of excellence

 (72c6-dl)
 Not a type of excellence (74a7)
 Not a type of excellence71

 With a few exceptions, all the F-conditions fall into two categories: ethical
 and metaphysical. In most cases, it is clear from the list which F-condition
 falls into which category. However, there are several misleading or ambiguous
 cases. Being purely holy, being purely fine, and making things fine are introduced
 to advance metaphysical rather than ethical ideas. Precisely, the Form F,
 unlike its participants, is purely holy or fine; moreover, the Form F, unlike its
 participants, is responsible for its participants having their correlative properties.
 Accordingly, I categorize these _F-conditions as metaphysical. In sum, the
 ethical F-conditions include being just, useful, not harmful, altruistic, fine,
 good, and beneficial; the metaphysical F-conditions include existing, not being
 a type of holiness, being purely holy, being an essence, being purely fine,
 making things fine, not being a type of goodness, and not being a type of
 excellence.

 65 See uso Hip. Maj.290d.
 66 Reinterpreted as power.

 67 No single line encapsulates the F-condition upon which the refutation of the definition depends.
 68 Reinterpreted as beneficial pleasure.
 69 The refutation of this definition depends upon the same complex point as that in involved in the

 refutation of the previous definition. But consider Socrates' statement (Hip. Maj. 303ell-13): arWell,
 then,' he will say, 'benefit is that which creates the good, but that which creates and that which is

 created were just now seen to be different; and our argument has come round to the earlier argument,
 has it not?' "

 70 Reinterpreted as desire for what is good and ability to procure it. But see following note.
 71 Socrates argues that all people desire the good (Meno 77b6-78b8). Accordingly, this aspect of

 the definition is dropped and Socrates concentrates on the ability to attain the good. As in the second
 definition, Socrates suggests that such procurement should entail the exercise of specific excellences

 such as justice, whereupon the same problem arises (Meno 79a3-5).
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 The exceptional cases include implying self-knowledge, being a power, and
 being a part of excellence. Implying self-knowledge is obviously an epistemic
 or cognitive psychological condition and ostensibly not an ethical one. Being
 a power appears to be a metaphysical property. However, as we have seen,
 in the context in which it is used Socrates intends to convey the more spe
 cific idea that F is a psychological power. Therefore, being a power is more
 accurately categorized as psychological, although not ethical. Being a part of
 excellence is a meta-ethical condition. Beyond the apparent dissimilarities of
 these F-conditions, their functions within the contexts of the investigations
 pertain to the Socratic-Platonic consideration of the unity of excellence, the
 identification of excellence with knowledge of a kind, and the conception of
 knowledge as a psychological power. Accordingly, this miscellaneous set of
 three F-conditions may conveniently be subsumed under the rubric "intellectual
 ist.

 The basic division of F-conditions into ethical and metaphysical categories
 corresponds almost precisely with the division of two sets of dialogues. The
 investigations in Republic 1, Charmides, and Laches are almost wholly concerned

 with ethical and more broadly psychological and intellectualist aspects of F.
 (This is also true of the discussion of the relation and identity of the putative
 components of excellence in Protagoras.) The investigations in Euthyphro, Meno,
 and Hippias Major are also almost wholly concerned with metaphysical aspects of

 F. Specifically, only in Euthyphro, Meno, and Hippias Major are the concept of
 Form, including the suggestion that F is a Form, and the distinction between the
 Form F and its participants introduced and developed.

 It is also noteworthy that while existing?introduced as an F-condition in
 examining the knowledge of knowledge in Charmides?is obviously an ontological
 topic, the function of this F-condition differs from all the other metaphysical F
 conditions introduced in Euthyphro, Hippias Major, and Meno. All of the latter are
 employed to convey the idea that F is a Form and so distinct from its participants.

 As we have seen, in Charmides Socrates' principal objective in examining whether
 the knowledge of knowledge exists is not to develop a metaphysical idea, but to
 determine whether, on the assumption that sound-mindedness exists, knowledge
 of knowledge does.

 In short, the investigations in Republic 1, Charmides, and Laches are distinct
 from those in Euthyphro, Hippias Major, and Meno in that the latter set involve
 the identification of F as a Form, whereas the former do not. The significance
 of this point may be underscored by comparing aspects of the investigations in
 a few dialogues. Consider the first definition in Republic 1, truth-telling and
 returning borrowed items; as a definition of justice, this could be criticized as
 being too narrow. Instead, Socrates criticizes the definition on ethical grounds.
 Charmides' first two definitions of sound-mindedness, quietness and modesty,
 arguably also could be criticized as inadequately general. But Socrates criticizes
 them on ethical grounds. In contrast, Euthyphro's and Meno's first definitions
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 could be criticized on ethical grounds, but Socrates criticizes them on metaphysical
 grounds. This is, perhaps, especially noteworthy in the case of Euthyphro, for
 at no point in the investigation does Socrates criticize a proposed definition
 on ethical grounds. Yet, as the discussion in Protagoras makes clear, holiness,
 like courage, sound-mindedness, and justice, was conventionally recognized as a
 principal constituent of excellence.73 In short, Plato was not logically compelled
 to have Socrates criticize these particular definitions exclusively on either ethical
 or metaphysical grounds; rather, Plato chose to compose the investigations in
 certain definitional dialogues and not others to introduce the metaphysics of
 Forms.

 This division of definitional dialogues into two sets largely corresponds to
 Penner's division of prior and posterior early definitional dialogues. I myself
 make no claims about their relative dates of composition. Furthermore, since
 Penner's claim that in Euthyphro and Meno (and, we must now add, Hippias

 Major) Socrates pursues demotic, not true excellence is untenable, the grounds
 for the division must be explained otherwise. One of the fundamental problems
 with Penner's argument is that in, righdy, criticizing the meaning-interpretation
 of the WF question in Laches and Charmides (as well, we should add, as Pro
 tagoras and Republic 1) and claiming, more controversially, that Forms, uni
 versal, and meanings have the same identity conditions, Penner is compelled
 to admit the meaning-interpretation of the WF question in those dialogues

 where Socrates characterizes F as a Form. Yet, even if Forms have the same
 identity conditions as meanings, Socrates himself need not have conceived of
 his WF question in Euthyphro, Meno, and Hippias Major as a request for the
 meaning of "F." Rather, as in Laches, Charmides, and Republic 1, Socrates could
 have?and surely did?conceive of his WF question as a request for the iden
 tity of the referent of "F." The difference between the sets of dialogues, of
 course, is that in the one set Socrates conceives of the referent specifically as
 a psychological ?uvapi?, whereas in the other set he conceives of the refer
 ent specifically as a Form. Note, however, that Socrates need not have con
 ceived of being a psychological ?uvapi? as inconsistent with being a Form.
 Indeed, it may be argued that the two are not inconsistent. Surely, there are
 Forms of psychological kinds. And surely Socrates holds both that human
 excellence (apexr|) is a Form and that human excellence as a whole is knowl
 edge of a kind, which is a non-demotic conception of human excellence as a
 whole.

 73 In Meno, the investigation does lead toward consideration of at least the broader psychological
 aspects of excellence. Moreover, it is perhaps entirely reasonable that ethical aspects of excellence
 are not considered, at least insofar as the goodness and fineness of excellence would have been
 considered obvious (indeed, as we might say, analytic). It is noteworthy in this regard that the one
 proposition that Socrates offers later in the investigation as stable and secure is that excellence is
 good.
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 Why, then, did Plato compose the investigations in one set of early definitional
 dialogues to focus on the ethical and more broadly psychological aspects of F and
 another to focus on the metaphysical aspects of F, specifically the conception o? F
 as a Form? The answer, I suggest, is for pedagogical reasons. The ethical and more
 broadly psychological aspects of human excellence that Plato intended to clarify
 and advance are complex and controversial. Likewise, the metaphysical conception
 of F qua Form is complex and was novel and momentous. Consequendy, for the
 sake of pedagogical efficacy, Plato, to a large extent, segregates these aspects of F
 among the two sets of dialogues.

 In closing, I would like to air one further consideration relating to the distinction
 of the two sets of definitional dialogues that also pertains to Penner's causal
 interpretation of the WF question. As explained in section i, Penner's causal
 interpretation conflates semantic and pragmatic aspects of the WF question. We
 should distinguish these aspects. On the one hand, the WF question seeks the
 identity of F. On the other, Socrates may pursue the WF question because he

 wants to know how to make people act virtuously or excellently and so because
 he wants to know what is responsible for such behavior. Given the evidence,
 in particular from Charmides, Laches, Republic 1, and Protagoras, that Socrates
 conceives of human excellence as a power whose workA is virtuous or excellent

 corporeal and mental action, I want to question more closely whether Socrates
 (or rather Plato) conceives of the relation between the psychological ?uvaut? and
 the epyov as causal. I do not intend to resolve this question here, but I do want to
 propose two reasons that should make us reluctant to embrace a positive answer
 toit.

 Vlastos, for one, has claimed that for Socrates the only motive-force responsible
 for action is desire for the good. On this view, human excellence qua knowledge
 directs this motive-force.74 Accordingly, either the claim that human excellence
 produces worksA must be interpreted as describing a causal relation in what

 Wakefield has call "a relaxed sense";75 or Socrates has two conceptions of the
 psychology of action that are inconsistent between definitional dialogues such
 as Laches and Charmides, on the one hand, and, say, Gorgias, on the other.76

 Alternatively, granting Wakefield's point, Socrates expresses different views about

 74Vlastos 1981: 428; see also Wakefield 1991: 53-54 and n. 10. It may also be noted that in
 Laches, Charmides, Republic 1, Euthyphro, and Hippias Major, Socrates does not discuss the relation of
 desire and the definiendum. In Lysis he claims that desire (e7U0uuia) is the aixi'a of friendship (<j)iA,ia)
 (220e6-221c5) and in Meno he discusses the view that all people desire the good and the relation of
 this notion to the definition of excellence (Meno 77e~78c).

 75 Cf. Wakefield's (1991: 54, n. 10) remark: "Vlastos uses 'motive' in a legitimate but restricted
 sense; if, as is common, the term is applied more broadly to the reasons (in Davidson's sense) that
 cause someone's actions, then motives includes beliefs as well as desires. Thus Vlastos' opponents are

 entirely consistent?although perhaps not optimally clear?in agreeing with the 'knowledge' analysis
 of virtue despite their 'motive-force' talk."

 76Cf.ik/>.469b-c.
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 the psychology of virtuous or excellent action in different texts just because
 Plato focuses on different aspects of the psychology of action in different texts.
 Elaborating on this alternative?which strikes me as the more plausible of the
 two?in certain definitional dialogues Plato has Socrates focus on the responsibility
 of human excellence in the psychology of virtuous or excellent action, and in, say,
 Gorgias, he has Socrates focus on the responsibility of desire in the psychology of
 action.

 A deeper reason for questioning whether Socrates or Plato conceived of
 the relation between human excellence qua psychological ??vaui? and excellent
 action as causal relates to the problem of Plato's conception of causation. For
 several decades now, particularly in the wake of Vlastos's "Reasons and Causes
 in the Phaedo,"77 it has been debated whether Plato anticipated Aristode in
 distinguishing different kinds of aetio/ogical accounts, specifically whether Plato
 distinguished causal and logical relations. Elsewhere I argue that neither in Phaedo
 nor in the rest of the corpus did Plato clearly distinguish these relation-types.78
 Rather, Socrates or the principal interlocutor of the dialogue refers to both kinds as
 aetiological?notably, sometimes conflating the two. Consequendy, since logical
 relations are not identical to causal relations, we cannot, without anachronism,

 claim that, for Socrates or Plato, human excellence qua psychological ?uvctpi?
 causes virtuous or excellent action. Instead, we are compelled to accept the more
 vague claim that, for Socrates or Plato, human excellence(s) qua psychological
 dynam(e)is is the cd'xiov (or aixia) of virtuous or excellent action.

 This might seem like a pedantic point. But consider the special poignancy it
 assumes when we consider passages such as the following one from Charmides,

 which we have already discussed in section in. Recall that in examining the
 knowledge of knowledge as a definition of sound-mindedness, Socrates introduces
 the following principle (Chrm. 168dl-3): "Whatever has its own ?uvapi? related
 to itself will not have the being to which its own ?uvapi? is related." Socrates
 uses the examples of sight of sight and hearing of hearing to clarify this principle.
 Among other examples Socrates uses are, for lack of a better phrase, quantitative
 relational conditions: the double, more, heavier, and older. For example, Socrates
 argues that the double of itself could not exist, for then the same entity would be
 both double and half of itself. These examples are extremely puzzling. As Benson
 writes:

 a Socratic dunamis is typically associated with particular types of activities. (I say "typically"
 because it is unclear what activities are associated with the dunameis of the greater, the
 double, the heavier, the lighter, the older, and the younger in Charmides [168b-d])
 A thing that possesses a dunamis does various things."79

 77Vlastos 1969.
 78Wolfsdorf2005.

 79Benson 1997: 80-81 and n. 5. The sentence in parentheses is from n. 5. Other commentators?
 Schmidt (1998), Hyland (1981), and van der Ben (1985)?do not offer any explanation.
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 A problematic passage such as this?and there are others in the corpus80?
 encourages us to be cautious in interpreting Socrates' or Plato's concept of
 ?uvaut? as causal.

 Department of Philosophy
 Temple University
 748 Anderson Hall
 Philadelphia, PA 19122

 U.S.A. dwolfsdo@temple.edu
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